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ABSTRACT

Ratings of roughness, breathiness, strain, and asthenicity
were obtained under two protocols: an unanchored one, in
which listeners used conventional 7-point semantic
interval scales, and an anchored one, in which listeners
rated the same aspects, given an example human voice for
each aspect and gradation combination. In order to assess
intrarater (test-retest) consistency, listeners rated each
voice twice in both protocols. Measures of rating
agreement within and between listeners were computed, as
well as variance estimates at different levels in the data
hierarchy (i.e. listeners, speakers, and replicated ratings of
speakers by listeners). Rating reliability coefficients were
computed on the basis of these variance estimates for both
protocols. For all four aspects, interlistener agreement and
rating reliability was higher in the anchored protocol than
in the unanchored protocol. The higher reliability could
generally be attributed to a reduction of interlistener
variance, though anchoring helped to magnify the speaker
variance for ratings on the asthenic scale as well. These
results suggest that anchoring using natural human voice
fragments may help to improve the reliability of voice
quality ratings.

1. INTRODUCTION

Previous studies have revealed that individual listeners
may be inconsistent in their repeated ratings of a given
voice, that different listeners may disagree in their
evaluation of a given voice, and that individual listeners
have different opinions regarding the number and nature
of voice quality dimensions that can be distinguished.
Many of these shortcomings relate to the fact that voice
quality impressions are subjective by nature. Objective
measures have been proposed as an alternative, though
these have disadvantages as well. First, it has been argued
that objective measures should always be related to
subjective impressions, in order to be valid descriptors of
voice quality [1]. Second, objectively measured data are
not necessarily more reliable than subjective perceptual
judgements [2].

For these reasons, we conclude that perceptual ratings will
continue to serve as a standard against which objective
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res are validated, and that there remains a need for
ds and protocols yielding more valid and reliable
tual data. The present study is aimed at the
pment and testing of a voice quality rating protocol
nhanced reliability. 
nventional design in voice quality perception

iments is one employing a group of listeners who
edly rate a set of voice fragments on a specific voice
y aspect. With this type of design, the rating variance
ree origins: actual voice quality differences between
speakers who produced the voice fragments
peaker variance = true item variance), differences in

atings of a given speaker by different listeners
istener variance), and inconsistencies in the ratings
given speaker by a given listener (intralistener
ce). Because reliability can be defined as the ratio of
e item variance component and other variance
nents, high rating reliability can be achieved by (1)

sing the interspeaker variance, (2) reducing the
stener and / or interlistener rating variance, or (3) a
ination of (1) and (2).
ers base their voice quality impressions on internal,
tive criteria. Factors like language background, type
cation, type and degree of professional experience

differ across listeners, and may cause listeners to
 similar acoustic information differently, or to
p idiosyncratic perceptual criteria, which

butes to the interlistener variance component. 
stener rating variance emerges because voice quality
ssions are inherently unstable to a certain degree,
 rise to inconsistent input (stimulus)-output (rating)
ns.
se of anchored rating protocols has been suggested
possible means to reduce intra- and interlistener
ce, and hence to boost rating reliability. The idea is
vide a subject with one or a few explicit reference
r) stimuli that can be compared to the actual test

li. The anchor stimuli are thus intended to serve as a
en with given (fixed) properties, for instance

g a certain degree of roughness. In speech research,
red protocols were first used in psychophysical
iments [3, 4]. Gerratt et al. were the first to apply
ring to voice quality evaluation [1]. They created a
 of synthetic /a:/ vowels which represented a
ness continuum. Listeners were asked to rate the
e of roughness, using a five-point interval scale.
results showed that rating reliability was higher in
chored than in the unanchored condition. The higher



rating reliability was attributed to an increased rating
consistency both within and between listeners, in other
words a decrease in both intra- and interlistener variance.
Steutel and de Krom [5] extended this experiment.
Synthetic /a:/ vowels were varied with regard to jitter and
shimmer in order to simulate different degrees of
roughness. Rating reliability was compared for anchored
and unanchored conditions. The listeners were also asked
to rate recordings of naturally produced vowels, using the
same synthetic anchors. Again, anchoring had a slight
positive effect on rating reliability, for both synthetic and
naturally produced test vowels.
The aim of the current study was to investigate whether
the use of naturally produced connected speech fragments
for anchors would also yield increased rating reliability.
We opted for connected speech, because it obviously
reflects conversational speech much better than synthetic
vowels or stable segments of naturally produced sustained
vowels.

2. METHODS

2.1 Recordings

Recordings were made of 32 male and 41 female speakers,
aged between 18 and 76 years. All 73 speakers suffered
from some type of voice disorder. Recordings were made
in quiet rooms in local speech therapy clinics. The
speakers were asked to read aloud the Dutch version of
“the North wind and the sun” at comfortable pitch and
loudness. For this study, we only used the second phrase
of the story. Recordings were made using a condenser
microphone placed off-axis at a distance of 30 cm from a
speaker’s mouth. The voice fragments were stored on a
digital audio tape, later downsampled to 16 kHz,
segmented by hand, and converted to AIFF file format.

2.2 Selection of anchor stimuli

Anchors were selected in a separate session involving
three experienced listeners, who were asked to rate all 73
voice fragments on the degree of roughness, breathiness,
asthenicity and strain. Each stimulus (voice fragment) was
repeated once in each session. Stimuli were presented over
headphones in a double-walled, sound-treated booth,
under software control. Ratings were given on scales
ranging between 0 and 6. Listeners could rate a stimulus
by pressing a button in a 4 (quality aspects) × 7 (scale
values) matrix presented on a computer screen. Listeners
could replay  each stimulus as often as they wished. Six
ratings were obtained for each stimulus on each aspect (3
listeners × 2 replicated ratings). Mean ratings and 95%
confidence intervals were calculated for each stimulus.
The widths of the confidence intervals ranged between 0
(at the high end points of the breathiness, strain, and
asthenic scales and the low end point of the breathiness
scale) and 2.47 (at the center of the roughness scale).
Across each scale, the average width of the confidence
interval was .99 for breathiness, 1.08 for roughness, .98
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thenic, and 1.13 for strained. Twenty-eight stimuli
 be selected for use as anchor stimuli in the actual
ng test. Anchor stimuli were selected on the basis of
e mean rating, which should be as close to an integer
point as possible, (2) the width of the confidence
al, which should be as narrow as possible, and (3)
ean rating on the other aspects, which should be as
 possible, in order not to contaminate judgements on
spect with a possibly deviant impression on other
ts. A set of 24 unique fragments was selected to
as anchors: four fragments were used as anchors for
ifferent aspects. All but three of the 24 fragments
obtained from female speakers; inclusion of three
 speakers was needed to cover the higher end of the
ness scale. None of the selected anchor stimuli was
ed in the set of test stimuli. The resulting set of 49

timuli consisted of recordings of 29 males and 20
es.

stening experiment

female speech therapists participated in the
iment. Each listener participated in both an anchored
 unanchored session, separated by a time span of at

one week. The order of anchored and unanchored
ns was balanced across listeners. 
 unanchored session, listeners were asked to rate the
imuli using the same experimental setup as the one
n the pre-test anchor selection listening session.  For
test stimulus, listeners were free to determine the
in which the four aspects were to be rated. 
e anchored session, the listeners were asked to
re a test stimulus against the set of anchor stimuli.

xperimental setup was similar to the one used in the
hored session, except that mouseclicking a response
 in the matrix made the corresponding anchor

lus audible. As in the unanchored protocol, the
rs could mouseclick a “repeat stimulus” button as

as they wanted, making the experiment self paced.

3. RESULTS

ean ratings and confidence intervals

lated across speakers, listeners and replicated
s, the (overall) mean rating lay between 2.09 and
for all aspect / protocol combinations, except for
ic in the unanchored protocol, which had an overall
rating of only 1.54. On a scale from one to six, these
values lie less than one full scale point below the
 of the scales, indicating that the speakers
ented a mixture of severities for most aspects. Few
ers received mean ratings higher than 4.0 on any of
ales: for asthenic in the unanchored protocol, the

st mean rating assigned to a speaker was 3.8. In the
red protocol, the mean asthenic ratings were more
 distributed across the scale (i.e higher interspeaker
ce), which suggests that listeners were better able to

minate between speakers.



95% Confidence intervals of mean ratings were calculated
for each voice fragment, in both anchored and unanchored
protocols.  The average widths of the confidence intervals,
calculated across the entire range of the scales, ranged
between .48 (asthenic, anchored), and .64 (strain,
unanchored).  For all four aspects, the confidence intervals
were widest at the centers of the scales., narrowing at the
lower, and to a lesser extent also the higher ends of the
scales, indicating floor and ceiling effects: These findings
agree with results obtained in previous studies [].

3.2 Intralistener agreement: consistency within
listeners

For voice quality ratings to be reliable, a sufficiently high
intralistener (test-retest) agreement is one of the
prerequisites. We calculated the mean difference between
a listener’s first and second ratings of a given speaker.
Half of the listeners first participated in an anchored test,
followed by an unanchored one, while the others took the
tests in the reverse order. Results are given in Table I.

UA AU
U A U A

R .67 (.06) .65 (.05) .67 (.05) .80 (.07)
B .81 (.06) .52 (.04) .60 (.05) .72 (.06)
A .68 (.06) .67 (.04) .62 (.05) .74 (.06)
S .67 (.05) .74 (.05) .69 (.05) .82 (.06)

Table I. Intralistener agreement: mean difference
(standard error) between a listener’s first and second
ratings of a speaker for unanchored (U) and anchored (A)
protocols.
R = rough, B = breathy, A = asthenic, S = strained.
Protocol orders: UA: unanchored-anchored; AU:
anchored-unanchored. N = 245 for each aspect.

Within one protocol order, means for anchored and
unanchored data were compared using a paired data t-test.
The only significant difference (5% level) was for
breathiness in the unanchored-anchored (UA) protocol
order, with a marginally lower mean value for anchored
ratings (.52 versus .81). T-tests for independent data were
used to compare means across protocol orders, because
these involved different listeners. Two comparisons
yielded a significant difference (at the 1% level).
Anchored breathiness ratings in the unanchored-anchored
protocol order had a lower mean than anchored
breathiness ratings in the anchored-unanchored order. The
reverse was found for unanchored breathiness ratings: a
lower mean value in the anchored-unanchored protocol
order.

3.3 Interlistener agreement: consistency between
listeners

Measures of interlistener agreement were calculated,
similar to those for intralistener agreement. Again,
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. Values are given in Table II.

UA AU
U A U A

1.73 (.05) 1.24 (.04) 1.43 (.04) 1.43 (.04)
1.60 (.04) .93 (.03) 1.34 (.04) 1.38 (.04)
1.24 (.04) 1.10 (.03) 1.32 (.04) 1.19 (.04)
2.02 (.05) 1.28 (.03) 1.30 (.03) 1.43 (.04)

 II. Interlistener agreement: mean difference
ard error) between a listener’s rating of a speaker
another listener’s rating of that speaker for
hored (U) and anchored (A) protocols. R = rough, B

breathy,
 asthenic, S = strained. Protocol orders:
nanchored-anchored; AU: anchored-unanchored. N

 for each aspect.

alues in Table II pertain to the mean difference
en any two listeners’ ratings of a speaker. As could
ected, these values are higher than the values given
le I, which pertain to rating inconsistencies within
rs. Anchored and unanchored ratings within the
red-unanchored protocol order did not differ, but in
er cases, the difference was significant at 1%. In the
rotocol order, anchored strain ratings had in fact a
icantly higher mean value than unanchored ratings.
other cases, however, the mean difference between
wo listeners’s ratings was smaller for anchored
s than for unanchored ones, indicating higher rating

ent between listeners in the anchored protocol.
II shows that protocol order clearly matters: the
nce between the means for anchored and

hored ratings is larger if the order is unanchored-
red than if it is anchored-unanchored. One possible
ation is that having been exposed to anchor stimuli
 first listening session (the anchored-unanchored
 has a long lasting effect on listeners. The following
hored protocol

ating reliability: variance components analysis

h high levels of rating consistency are a prerequisite
gh rating reliability, they do not guarantee this. Even
tly consistent ratings may be unreliable if there is no
tem variance to begin with, i.e. if listeners are not
ive to actual voice quality differences between
ers. To determine the overall reliability of the
s, the total rating variance was therefore
posed to interspeaker (item) variance, intralistener
ce, and interlistener variance, using a multilevel
is technique [6]. The analyses yielded a three-level
ce components model (Equation 1)

yijk = γ000 + (vk + ujk + eijk) (1)

ation (1), the fixed part γ000 models the effect of the
 mean rating; the random part (in parentheses)
bes the variance estimates. The total variance is



decomposed to three levels: intralistener variance s2(eijk),
interspeaker variance s2(ujk), and interlistener variance
s2(vk). By expressing reliability as a ratio of estimated
variance components, measures of intra- and interlistener
agreement (measures of listener consistency) are now
simultaneously related to the estimated magnitude of the
inter-speaker (item) variance (a measure of listener
sensitivity). This has an additional value over the analyses
of intralistener and interlistener agreement reported in
Tables I and II, which do not take the interspeaker
variance into account.  A rating reliability coefficient rxx
(in %) was defined on the basis of the ratio of the
interspeaker (item) variance estimate and the total
variance estimate, which was in turn defined as the sum of
the three independent variance estimates (Equation 2).
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Rating reliability coefficients for the different aspects and
task orders are given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Reliability coefficients for unanchored (U) and
anchored (A) ratings in two protocol orders: UA:
unanchored-anchored; AU: anchored-unanchored. R =
rough, B = breathy, A = asthenic, S = strained.

Figure 1 illustrates that the effect of anchoring on rating
reliability is positive if the first listening session is the
unanchored one. Rating reliability increases most for the
aspects asthenic and strained, with gains of 25 and .34%,
and less for rough and breathy (.both gains 18%). In the
anchored-unanchored protocol order, the reliability for
anchored is actually slightly lower for rough, breathy, and
strain (losses of .6%, .7% for strain), whereas the
reliability of asthenic ratings increases marginally with
5%.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

ring with natural connected speech fragments may
 positive effect on measures of rating agreement and

ility. The main advantage of an anchored over an
hored protocol is that interlistener agreement is
sed, presumably because the anchors serve to create
mmon frame of reference for the listeners.
stener (test-retest) agreement is not affected much
choring: apparently, the frame of reference that an
dual listener applies when rating the quality of a
seems to be relatively stable. Indeed, if the main

on of an anchor stimulus is to create a common and
 frame of reference, anchoring may be expected to
a larger impact on interlistener agreement than on
stener agreement, because the ratings of individual
rs tend to differ more from each other than repeated

s of a given listener..  The increased interlistener
ent has a direct bearing on the reliability of the

s. All things being equal, a reduction of interlistenr
ce alone will already have a positive effect on rating
ility. Obviously, this positive effect is magnified if
stener variance also decreases, and / or if if speaker
ce increases as well. In this study, a clear increase of

peaker variance was found for asthenic ratings in the
red protocol. It seems that anchoring helped the
rs to define the perceptual space for this aspect.

nic ratings are often reported to have relatively low
ility [7], which may be related to the ill-defined
 of the aspect
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